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Let W” )“a be a renewal process with interarrival times Xi, X2, . . . Several results on the behavior 
of the renewal process up to a given time t > 0 or up to a given Sn = s are proved. For example, 
X, is stochastically dominated by XN(rJ+l, and X0 = 0, X, , . . . , XNtIJ+i is a stochastically increas- 
ing sequence, where N(t) = sup{ n s 0 1 S n s t}. Conditions are given under which the distribution 
of the process (Sln,l)OG~al, given that Sn = s, converges weakly in D[O, l] to the point mass at 
the function x,(t) = st. The result e.g. holds, if Xi has a strongly unimodal distribution or if 
E(X: 1 SZ) < Si/(2( 1 + c)) a.~. for some c > 0. In this context some new characterizations of the 
gamma, Poisson, binomial and negative binomial distributions are derived. 
renewal process * fixed time * fixed number of renewals * inspection paradox * asymptotic 
behaviour * characterization of distributions 
Let X1,X,, . . . be nonnegative independent random variables with the common 
distribution function F and let So = 0, S,, = X1 +. l . + X, for n 2 1. In this paper 
some properties of that part of the renewal sequence So, S1, S2, . . . which is 
completed before a given fixed time instant t or before the n-th renewal time S, 
are derived. 
Our first result is closely related to the so-called inspection paradox [4, pages 
187-188 and 371-3721 and [ld]). Let N(t):=sup{n~OIS+t}. The inspection 
paradox concerns the distribution of the renewal epoch containing t, i.e. of XN(r)+lm 
In fact, if F is nonarithmetic and 0 <: p = lz x dF(x) s 00, 
!$z P(XN(r)+* s x) = bL_l 
s 
*(I-F(u))du, 0.1) 
0 
and if additionally u2 = Var( 
lim E(XN(,)+,) = p + ~~‘0~. 
r+ao 
(1.2) 
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We shall show below that XN(,I+l is stochastically atleast as large as X1. Moreover 
it will be seen that the renewal epochs up to f +O, i.e. X1, X,, . . . XNo+l form a 
stochastically increasing sequence. Stated formally, we prove that, for all x 3 0, 
P(JGv(r)+l ex) 6 pm1 s XL (13) . 
P(XN(rI+l-n 6 x) s P(XN(rI+l_m s x) if n2 2 n 3 0. (14) . 
Here we set Xj = 0 for j s 0. As t + 00, this stochastic increase becomes low: For 
each n 2 0 the joint distribution of (XN(,jan, XN(lI_n+l,. . , XN(,)) converges weakly 
to that of (XI,..., X,,+*) (while the limiting distribution of XN(rI+l is given by 
(1.1)). This last result can already be found in [2, pages 247-2481, where however 
the renewal theorem is used which does not occur throughout this whole paper. We 
also want to mention an interesting formula for E(S,,,,/ N( t) 1 N(t) > 0) derived 
in [lo]. 
The other sections contain investigations about the joint distribution of 
(X ,,...,X”) given that S,= s. For simplicity we assume that F has a Lebesgue 
density p, which is positive on [0, s/n] so that this conditional distribution is given 
bY 
P((XI,***, X&B(S,=s) 
Isq p(x& l y~(x,_~)p(s -x1 -a . l -x,-J dx,m l l dx,_, = 
I x I,..., x _,=zo p(x$ l l I(X,&I(S -x1 - l l l -x,J dx, l l l dx,_, 
XI+’ - -+x,_,ss 
0 3) . 
B’:={(x,,. . .,x,_~)ER”-‘)x~+. .+x,_,~s,x,,. . . ,;r,_,aO, 
f Xl, . . . . x n_l,~-xl--. -X,-&E B}. 
Now let 
X’“‘(f) := qnr,, 0s f s 1, X@):= (X’“‘(t)),,,,,, __ 
where 1x3 denotes the largest integer GX. We assume that 
lim nE(X:IS,, =s)=O. 
n+w 
(1.4) 
(19 . 
Theorem 4 says that if (1.5) is satisfied, the conditional distribution of the D[O, l]- 
valued process Xfn), given that S, - s, converges weakly to the point mass ex, at the 
function 
xJt):=st, E[O, 11. 
Thus, if we assume that the n-th renewal takes place at some fixed time point s and 
let n converge to infinity, the n renewal instants in [0, s] tend to be dispersed 
uniformly in this interval. To illustrate this assertion, consider 
LI,:= SUP I W) --s-b(z) , ~[o,~I n I (1.6) 
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where N(I) denotes the number of renewal instants in the interval I, A is the 
Lebesgue measure on R, and the supremum is taken with respect o all intervals 
I c [0, s]. Then (1 S) implies that the conditional distribution of Un, given that 
Sn = s, converges weakly to 0, as n + 00. 
For the proof let s = 1. Note that 
u, = sup I () Nu 
1 
--u- 
Osfcust n 
NW s2sup -- 
OSPZl I I 
f 
n 
and that, for all E > 0, 
{SC (t-E)n~s f and q(r+E)np f for all f E [Q, 11) 
={[(f-&)n]s N(t)c[(t+e)n] for all tfCO,l]} 
(17) . 
(1.8) 
(where we set Si := 0 for i G 0). Let x,(t) := f, t E [0, 11, and 
H,(x) := inf 
OSfbl--E 
(x(f+E)-f), xED[O, 11, 
H2( x) := sup (x(f-E)-f), x E 010, 11. 
EGr<l 
It is easily checked that H,, Hz: DIO, l] + II3 are continuous at x, with 
respect to the Skorokhod topology so that the sets {x E DIO, l] 1 H,(x) > 0) 
and {x E D[O, 1) 1 Hz(x) s 0) have boundaries with &,,-measure 0. Thus, 
lim P( H&X(“‘) > 01 S,, = 1) = E,,{xI HI(x) > 01 = 1, 
n-boo 
lim P( H,(X(“‘) G 01 Sn = 1) = E,,{x I Hz(x) s 0) = 1. 
n-m2 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.9) and (1.10) show that the conditional probability of the lefthand event in (1.8), 
given that & = I5 tends to 1, as n + 00. Thus, by (1.8), 
lim P(n-‘sup In-‘N(t)-tls&=l)=l for all e>O 
n-m2 OSPSl 
which, by (1.7), implies that 
lim P( U, s E I Sn = 1) = 1, n-+00 
establishing the claim. 
There is of course a vast literature on conditional imit theorems for random 
walks, but the conditions are of another type than S,, = s with fixed s, and mainly 
centered random walks are treated. e mention [3,5,8,%1 and 121, where further 
references can be found. Some asymptotic results for linear combinations of
X 1,. . . , X,, given Sn are given in [6,7 and 141. 
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The condition (1.5) will be seen to hold in several examples. In Section 4 we 
show that it is satisfied, if F is strongly unimodal. This is the case iff the density p 
is logconcave on (0, s) (see [9]). It will be proved that if log E; is concave on (0, s), 
the conditional distribution of C y= 1 (Xi - s/ n)*, given S, = s, is stochastically not 
larger than the corresponding distribution in the case when the Xi are uniformly 
distributed on (0, s). This will imply (1.5). In Section 5 a further sufficient condition 
will be given. If E(Xf 1 S2) G S:/(2( I+ c)) a.s. for some c E (0, 1), then E(X: 1 Sn) G 
Sz/(n(l+ (n - 1)~)) a.s. for all n 23 2, so that (1.5) holds. 
Conditional on S, = s one expects Xi to be of order O(s*/n*). For several 
absolutely continuous X1 we have considered the calculations yield E (X: 1 S, = s) G 
Q,S* where G,, = O(n-*), as n + 00. For the gamma distribution and the uniform 
distribution on CO, 6) with b 2 s this inequality becomes an identity. On the other 
hand, for the binomial distribution B( n, p) one obtains E(X: 1 Sn) = n-‘( 1 - p)S,,. 
It is therefore of interest to know for which distributions the equation E( Xi I Sn) = 
a,$‘, + b,,S, ‘n&s for some n 3 2 and some a,, b” E R. It turns out that an equation 
of this form is only possible for the gamma, binomial, negative binomial and the 
Poisson distribution which can be characterized in this way by choosing the constants 
a,, b, appropriately. 
2. The renewal intervals up to a given time point 
We retain the notation introduced in section I. For random variables U, V we write 
U < V iff P( U a x) G P( Va x) for all x E IR. The following two theorems how that 
( XN( lJ+l _,,) n z. is a stochastically nonincreasing sequence. 
Theorem 1. For all t 2 0 and all nonnegative integers n we have 
X N(t)-n-l =s xv(r)-“- 
Proof. Let 1 sj G m. We show first that 
P(Xjsx, N(t)=m)=P(X,ax, N(t)=m) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
for all x > 0. To see (2.2), define f: lfYkl + R by 
f( 1 
1 
X19...,Xm+] = 
if xjax and f Xi~X<m~y Xi, 
i=l i=l 
0 otherwise. 
Then, because X(m+l):=(X,,...,X,+,) and ~(m+I):=(Xj,X2,...,Xj-*,XI, 
X* .!+I,.**, X,,,+,) have the same distribution, 
(t)= m)= E(f( (m+‘)))= E( f(gtm+'))) 
(X, 3 X, N(t) = m). 
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BY cm, 
fy&(t)-, 2 4 = f P(X,,,_,a, N(t)=m) 
m=n+l 
= i P(X ,2x, N(t)=m) 
m=n+l 
2 ; P(X,ax,N(t)=m) 
m=n+2 
= i P(x,,,_(,,,,~x, N(t) = tn./ 
m=n+2 
= P(X,,,)_,_, a x). 
89 
(2.3) 
Theorem 2. For all t 2 0 we have 
X N(r) 6 &(r)+l9 (2.4) 
XI =s &(,)+I l (2-5) 
Proof. For (2.4) it is sufficient to show that 
P(X,,, 3 x, N(t) = m) 6 P(X,+, 2 x, N(t) = m) (2.63 
for all x > 0 and all nonnegative integers 111, because summing (2.6) over m yields 
the assertion. If m = 0 or x > t, (2.6) is obviously true. If m a 1 and x s t, we can 
write the two probabilities in (2.6) in the following form: 
pwrn+, ax, N(t)=m) 
= 1; J‘,‘“’ . .l I,“l--xn’-’ [~xIx,,_x,_____xm, dF(x,,,j dF(xm) l l l dF(x,)- (2-g) 
Comparing (2.7) and (2.8) and setting z = t -xl - l l l - x,_~ it is seen that it suffices 
to prove that 
2 al 
4 
i := I [I dF(vj dF(u)a 0 max[x,z-u] 4 
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for all z E [0, t]. For x > z this is obvious; so let x s z. Let p be the distribution of 
(X1, X2). A little reflection shows that 
4=CL(A~W=I1(A)+CL(B), 
12=P(CvD)=P(C)+C1(D), 
c={(x,,x*)~x,+x23z,x~x,~z,x*~z}, 
~=h,x,)Ix,+x2 ~z,x~x,~z,x,>z}. 
Clearly p(A)=p(C) and p(B)ap(D) so that I+&. Thus (2.6) is proved, and 
(2.4) follows from (2.6). 
To show (2.9, note that, by (2.6) and (2.2), 
P(X,+, 3 xJV(t)=m)~P(X,~x,N(t)=m) 
= P(X+=x,-N(r)=m) for all ma1 (2.9) 
so that summing over m 3 1 yields 
P(XIv,,,+, ax, N(r)2 l)a P(X,sx, N(t)al). (2.10) 
Adding the both sides of the trivial equation P( XN(tj+l 2 x, N( t ) = 0) = 
P( Xl 2 x, N(t) = 0) to the left and right side of (2. lo), respectively, gives (2.5). 
Example. Let F(x) = 1 - eWAx,  2 0, for some A > 0. XN(rj+l has the density 
p,(x) = A2xe-til,,,l(x)+A(1 +At)e-^“l&x) 
14, pages 13-141. Using the proof of Theorem 1 we can compute the distribution 
of XIV(,)-?8 : 
P(X,,,,_, 2x) =e+ i [A(t-x)3”, x20, na0. 
m=n+l m! 
Next we show that for arbitrary F the distribution of XN(,j_-n converges weakly to 
E In fact, the whole sequence (XN(rJ_s)n20, considered as a @“‘-valued random 
quantity, tends to ( Xn),,*, in this sense. 
(2.11) 
It suffices to prove 
(2.12) 
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for each continuous bounded function f: lRn+l+ 03 [ 1, page 191. Define G, : ~~+l+ ~w 
bY 
G&,...,x,+,):= f( 
i 
*r-n9*=*9 r ’ X) 
if i Xj s t C ‘z Xi, 
i=l i=l 
0 otherwise, 
and let A,, := {N(t) s n}. Then 
W(XN(r)-n, l l l 9 &(t))J 
The first term on the righthand side of (2.13) tends to 0, as t + 00, since P( N( t) G n) + 
0 and f is bounded. For the second term we have 
= i E(G,(Xn+~,Xn+~,**~,XrrX~,==~,Xn+~,Xr+*)) 
r=n+l 
= E&v(r)>“} f(X 1,*=,X”+,)) 
+E(f(X,,-, X”+,)) as t +m. (2.14) 
Remark. The proof shows that (2.10) even holds for all bounded, measurable 
. fR . n+l + B. 
3. A conditional renewal theorem 
Let X'"'(t) := &,, 0 s t 6 1, where [ nt] denotes the integer part of nt. In this section 
we fix s>O and consider the D[O, l]-valued process X(“):= (X’“)(t)),,,,, under 
the condition S, = s. In order to avoid ambiguities in the definition of the conditional 
distributions, we assume that F has a positive density function p on [0, s]. Then 
we shall always consider the standard version of the conditional distribution of 
(X 19.0.9 Xn) given that S,, = s. Our main result is the following conditional invari- 
ance principle for X(“). 
Theorem 4. Assume that 
lim nE(Xf(S,=s)=O. 
n*oo 
(3.1) 
Then as t + 00, the conditional distribution of (*‘, given that S, = s, converges weakly 
in DIO, 1] to the point mass at the function x,, where x,(t) := st, t E [0, 11. 
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Condition (3.1) will be studied further in Sections 3 and 4. We shall now verify it 
for some examples making use of the following easily verified Lemma. 
Lemma. 
we hiwe 
IfF has the densityp and E If( < 00 for a measurable function f: R-B R, 
E(f(X,?lS.=s)=~ 
I 
‘f(x?p(x?p&s -x? dx, 
n 0 
(3 2) . 
where pn- 1 is the density of S,_ *. 
Examples. (1) Let F be the gamma distribution with density 
p&x) = cy uxy-’ ema”/S( v), x > 0, 
where cy, v > 0. Then, by (3.2), 
E(XfISn=s)= 1 
Pa,nu(S? I 
s 2 Q!nue-as 
0 ' r(v)r((n-l)v)x 
y-*(s-x) 
(PI-l)U-1 dx 
(v-tl)s2 
=(nv+l)n’ 
(2) Let F be the uniform distribution on [0, b], b > 0. Obviously E (Xf I Sn = s) 
does not depend on b, as long as b 2 s so that we may set b = s. The density of Fn 
is given in [4]. On [0, s] we have p,,(x) = x”-‘/((n - l)! sn) and p,(s) = l/((n - l)!s). 
Thus 
I 
S 
E(XfISn = s)=(n-l)! x2 
(s -x)n-2 2s2 
o (n-2)!s”-’ dx=n(n+l)g 
(3) Let F have the density p(x) = Cxp-’ for x E [0, s] where p, C > 0 are constants. 
Using (3.2) one readily computes that E( Xf I Sn = s) = [ n( np + I)]-‘(p + 1)~~. 
In these examples we even have E( Xi I Sn = s) = anS2, where a,, = 6( ne2), as n + 00. 
Proof of Theorem 4. For the convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions it 
clearly suffices to prove that, for each t E [0, 11, 
lim E ( Scnrs 1 S, = s) = ts, 
??+a0 (3 3) . 
lim Var( Slnr] ISn = s) = 0. n-m3 (3.4) 
(3.3) follows from E (4 I Sn) = jE (X, I Sn) = j&/n. For (3.4) we write, for 1 s j s n, 
(3 5) . 
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and note that 
By (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain 
‘“.“,l [nt]E(Xf!S,=s). 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
By (3.1), the righthand side of (3.7) tends to 0 uniformly with respect o t E [0, I], 
as n + 00. To prove tightness, we shall use that for each j E N there is a constant 
&zj > 0 such that for all n 2 j 
E(XlX2.. .Xj IS,,) s a&,/n’. (3.8) 
For j = 1, (3.8) holds with aj = 1, and if j =2, (3.8) follows from (3.6). If (3+8) is 
valid for some j, we obtai.n 
E(&* l l Xj+l 1 Sn) = E(X,E(X,* l l Xj+llSn -X~)ls,) 
6 E(X,aj(n - l)-‘(S, -X,Y I Sn) 
G~~(I~-~)-‘E(X,S’,IS”) 
- Qj(Tl-l)-‘Si??-‘S” 
s Uj+ln -(j+l)sj+l n 
for 
aj+l := aj tF+n/(n - l)Y, ja0, aO’= ‘* (3.9) 
By a well-known tightness criterion [1, page 1281, it is sufficient to establish the 
inequality 
E([X(n)(t2)-X(n)(t)]2[X(n)(t)-X(n)(t1)]21Sn =S) 
6 4a2s2( t2 - t,)2 + 16a,s4( t2 - t,)4 (3.10) 
for all 0~ t,< t s t2< 1. The left side of (3.10) is 
1 w + E((SI,,, -I ~nt]12(~nr] - S[nt1j12 I sn = s, 
= E(JC XfX;+2ZXi,XizXj,X,, I S” = s). 
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Here the first sum extends over i = [ntl] + 1, - . . , [ nt] and j = [ nt] + 1, . . . , [NJ. The 
second sum extends over [ nt,] + 1 s i, < i2 s Tnt] and [ nt] + 1 s j, <j, 6 [ nt,]. There- _ 
fore, using (3.6) and (3.g), 
N([nt]-[ntl])([nt2]-[nt])E(XfX~lS,, =s) 
+ WI - rn4)‘(Cn~21- rnm2Ew~X2X3X41 sn = d 
s([nt2]-[nt,]j*s’E(X,X,IS, =s)+([nt2]-[nt,])4a4n-4s4 
(3.11) 
If t2- tl c l/n, the left side of (3.10) vanishes so that (3.9) is trivially satisfied. If 
t2 - tl 3 l/n, [nt2] - [nt,] s 2( t2- t,)n so that (3.10) follows from (3.11). The proof 
is now complete. 
4. Aa extremal property of the uniform distribution 
The examples of Section 3 indicate that the relation 
lim nE(XfIS,,=s)=O n-+00 (4.1) 
is quite often satisfied. One would even expect that E (Xi 1 S, = s) is of order n-* 
for fixed s. However general results of this kind seem to be difficult to derive. We 
remark that a sufficient condition for (4.1) to hold is 
lim E p~y~X~lS,,=s 
> 
=0, n*m (4.2) __ 
because 
nE(JcIS, =s)=E i X:IS,,=s csE 
i=l ) ( 
,rn:5Xi]S,=s . 
--_ ) 
For example, if the Xi are uniformly distributed on (0, s], one can compute that 
E lF!i”Cl,XilSn=S 
__ 
As a class of examples for which (4.1) does not hold, consider those X1 for which 
PjX, = 0) < 1 and P(XI E (0, E)) = 0 for some 8 i 0. Then on iSn 2 &j we have 
nE(X:)S,,)=E i X*IS (i=, i .)sS,E(i~~~~~lS~)~S~& 
SO that nE(X:(S,,=s)zu~ for all ndV(. 
The result of this section implies that (4.1) holds for all distributions possessing 
9 c*rnnmltr mlm;+rr_/lel _AASCZLCF C-T---~.~--== G “CC MiqkjCf LsaA~~~awUul ULllJlcy IUIILLIUII p m-i (6, s-j. 
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Theorem 5. Let F have a positive, strongly unimodal density p on (0, s]. Let U, , U, , . . . 
be independent random variables with the uniform distribution on (0, s]. Then for all 
a E [0, s) the conditional distribution of EYE=1 (Xi - E (Xi 1 S,, = s))~, given that S, = s 
and a<Xi<s-a for i=l,..., n, is stochastically not larger than the conditional 
distribution of Crzl (Ui-s/n)2, given that UI+* l a+ V+S and a< Ui<s-a for 
i=l n. 9*--s 
The conditioning on a < Xi < s - a, i = 1,. . . , n, is needed for the induction step 
in the proof below. We are of course mainly interested in the case a = 0, where this 
condition is implied by S, = s. 
Perhaps the following interpretation of Theorem 5 :c interesting: Let x = 
n-* & Xi and S2= n-’ Cyz=l (Xi - X)2 be the empirical mean and the empirical 
variance of the sample. Then the conditional empirical variance given x is stochasti- 
tally maximal for the uniform distribution on (0, nX) under all strongly unimodal 
distributions on (0, 00). 
From Theorem 5 and Example (2) of Section 3 it follows that 
E(X;IS,,=s)= E ((X,-$~S”=s)+(sIn)2 
G E(U;I U,+e l +V,=s)+(s/r~)~ 
2s2 
=n(n+l) 
+(s/n)” 
=O(nW2) as n+W. (4.3) 
Especially Theorem 4 can be applied to each distribution which is strongly unimodal 
on (9, -q]- For the proof the following two lemmas are needed. 
Lemma 1. Let p be a positive, strongly unimodal function on (0, T]. Let x, , . . . , x,, E 
(0, T] and Cy=, xi =s. Then 
fi P(Xi)< fi p Axi+(l-~)s forallhE[O,l]. 
i = 1 ix 1 n > 
(4.4) 
_ We may assume that f = log JJ is concave and twice differentiable. It is 
sufficient to show that 
F(A):= i f (nx,+(l-A)$ 
i=l 
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is monotone nonincreasing on [0, l] or, equivalently, that 
F’(A)= i $ AXi+(l-A)’ A E [O, 11. 
i=l n 
But this follows from 
F’(“)=f (3 i, (&_3 =O 
and 
F”(A)= i f’(&+(l-A);) (xi-;)‘sO. 
i=l 
Lemma 2. Let I be a real interval and F: I + R be a monotone nondecreasing density 
function. Let G : I + R be a monotone nonincreasing. Then 
F(t)G(t) dt G(t) dt, 
where l(I) denotes the length of I. 
(4 5) . 
Proof. The Lemma is a special case of a Theorem about families of densities with 
monotone likelihood ratio 113, page 741, if we consider the two densities F and 
l( I)_‘ll. 
Proof of Theorem 5. \Ve shall proceed by induction on n. If n = 2, we have 
P((X,-$+(x2-;) > tJX,+X,=s,a<X,,X,Cs-a 
> 
(4 6) . 
Since u+p(s/2-u) p(s/2+u) l .is monotone nonincreasing and u + l(,,&2u2) = 
~~J,~~,~~(u) is monotone nondecreasing, Lemma 2 implies that the integral at the 
right-hand side of (4.6) is maximized, if p is constant. Thus the assertion is true for 
n -2. 
For the induction step from n to n + 1 we introduce some further notation. Let 
A n.54 := 
I 
XER”ItZCXi<S-a for i=d ,..., n, i Xj=S , (4 7) . 
i=l 
whereti~3anAfl~~~C andlcto I -.*w u p W K u, ___ n,s,a be the surface measure on Apt$,q,a. NOW assume 
that the assertion is true for some n 2 2. This can be w&ten as follows: Por all 
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Osa<s and ta0 
(4.8) 
It is easy to see that 
P,+dt, 4 a) 
~=P(~:(*~-~~>tlS.,,=s,o<X.<s .a for i=l,...,n+l) 
I 
s/(n+l) 
=e P(x,+*) P%))D . l 
a [I 2 ~~=*(Xi-S/(n+l)) >t-(X,+1-S/(n+l)* 
Pkl) dOn,s-x,+,.x”+, dx,+*, 
1 
(4.9) 
where C and C are constants depending only on s, a, n (but being independent 
of t). For the last equation we have subdivided An+l,qap the region of integration, 
into those n + 1 subsets where x, = min {xi 1 j = 1, . . . , n + l}, i = 1,. . . , n + 1, respec- 
tively. By reasons of symmetry the integrals over these subsets are all equal, and 
fixing the minimal coordinate, say x~+~, the region of integration becomes 
A w-%+l.Xn+l= 
Obviously 
n 
z( s * > ( > 
2 
xi-- 
i=l n+l 
>a! iff i Xi-i >p, 
i=l 
where 
p=a!-kns*(n-*q-(n+l)-*)- 
2s 
( n(n+l) s-xx,+1 ) 
(note that x:2,’ Xi = s). Thus, the induction hypothesis (4.8) can be applied to the 
inner integral on the right hand side of (4.9), and we obtain 
I 
s/(n+l) 
P&t, s, a) G e p(x n-i-1 
) I PW* l YJht) d%-.,*+I..&+\ 
a 0 nJ-x,,+I.x,,+I (A %s-x,,+I*-%+I 1 
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We shall now prove the monotonicity of two functions: 
(a) G(x,+A := On,S--x,+,.X,+, A,,S-a,+,,X~+, n 
( I 
(~1, l l . 9 ~1 E R” 
_i, (JG-y&p +(+“+y}) 
is monotone nonincreasing on (a, s/( n + 1)). 
(b) %,+A := 
&“+I) I PW* l l Pk) wI,s-x”+,,x.+\ 
0 ~,~--xn+I.%l+l (A w--xn+l.Xn+I ) 
is monotone nondecreasing on (a, s/( n + 1)). 
By Lemma 2, (a) and (b) imply that 
I 
s/(n+l) 
P,+&, s, a) = F(x,+,)G(x,+,) dx,+, 
a 
s/(n+l) s/(n+l) 
S 
I 
F(x,+,) dx,+, 
a I 
G(x,+,) dx,+, . (4.11) 
a 
It follows immediately that Pn+,( t, S, a) is maximized, if p = const. This completes 
the induction proof. 
Proof of (a). Let 
For h E [0, I] we define TA : ~L=l,~,p &+l,s,o by 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.15) 
TAX 19-*m9 x,+*):4(x, ,..., &+ijC l- ( A)( s,.*.,* 
n+l > 
(4.14) 
(“barycentric contraction”). Further we use “0” as a generic symbol for surface 
measure. Now let 0 c x~+~ G XL,, c s/(n + 1) be fixed. Choose 
A:= (-++J/(-++!+ 
It is easily checked that T(zx,,+,) = &+, and 
Th(K(x,+A n ix”+,) = (x’,+j) n A,,+,. 
Since TA is a contraction, we obtkn 
(x,,.+Jn& ,,+, )a O(Th( (x*.+-An A,,,,)) 
(&+A n &,,) = Gi&,). 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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Proof of(b). Again fix 0~ x~+~ s x:+1 < sl(n + 1) and define Th as above. By Lemma 
1 we have 
where (xi,. . . , XL+,) = T*(x). Thus, 
m”+,) = 
~Pkl+l) 
O(An,s-xn+,,x,+,) I fI PCxiJ d”n,s-~n+l,~n+l i= 1 
6 
sO(A ) P?I+A T,(x)) da,s-x,,+,.x”+, ws--xn+IJn+I I 
~P(XL+,) 
= O(A ) fi PW aIJ-x~+,,x~+* w--XCI+I*Xh+I I i=l 
= mX+,). (4.18) 
5. A further sufficient condition for (3.1) 
The following two Lemmas give sufficient conditions for the relation 
E(XfIS,=s)= O(ns2) as n+q for all s>O 
which implies (3.1). Note that Sz/n2s E(XtIS,)s S’,/n. 
(5-l) 
Lemma 1. If 
S2 
ml~2~~& a.s. for some c E (0, l), 
we have 
E(X;IS& ‘“, 
n(1 +(n - 1)~) 
a.s. for all n 3 2. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Especially (5.1) holds. 
SinceXiaOandX,<S,, E(X$?,,)is defined without moment conditions. 
However if E(Xi) = 00, it is not hard to see that 5.2 cannot hold. 
roof. Definef~,,(y):=(y*/(n(l+(n-l)c)))-E(X#,=y). Wehavetoshowthat 
fn.c is ps,- a.s. nonnegative. If Z(p), p > 0, denotes the Laplace transform of X1, we 
100 
obtain 
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J e-“‘fn,c(u) WS"(Y 1 
J ( &-PY Y2 = n(l+(n-1)c) -EKl& =v) ) dPs,(Y) 
1 
JC (I(p)“) - l”(p)l(p)“-’ 
=n(l+(n-1)~) dp2 
1 
=n(l+(n-1)c) 
[ n( n - 1)1( p)n-21’( p)2+ nP( p)l( p)"-'1 - I’( p)l( p)“-’ 
n-l 
=l+(n-1)c l( P)n-21Y( PJ2 - cm( PM P)l, 
where the second equation follows from 
J 
e-pyEW?ISn =Y) d&“(Y) 
= E(E(XfIS,)exPf-PSt)) 
= E(EWf exp(-PSn) I St)) = EM exp(-pS,)) 
= E(X: exp(-pX,)) fi E(exp(-pXj)) = ZN(p)l( p)? I u” 
i=2 
(5 4) . 
(5 5) . 
First let n = 2 in (5.4). Since by assumption f2,= 2 0, I’( P)~ - cE”( p) I( p) is the Laplace 
transform of the measure y(dy) = (y2/2- (1 + c) E (Xf 1 S2 = y)) B,,(dy). Thus the 
expression at the righthand side of (5.4) is the Laplace transform of a measure for 
all n. It follows that fn,c 3 0 Ps, - a.s. for all n. 
Lemma 2. Suppose Px, = Q, * Q2 * 9 9 l * Qk for some probability measures Qi , . . . , Qk 
on IF!+. Suppose that for the corresponding Lapace transforms I,, . . . , lk there exist 
constants cl , . . . , ck E (0,l) such that (1:)’ - cJ:li is completely monotone for i = 
1 , . . . 9 k Then if I:= nf=, li denotes the Laplace transform of X, , the function ( l’)2- 
min(c,,..., ck )l”l is compk&?ly monotone. Especially (5.3) holds with c := 
min(c, , . . . , ck). 
roof. If k = 2, 
(l’j2-IJI”l= 1,2(1~*-~1~1,)+1~(1~*-&1~)+2(1 -c)l’,l~l,12. (5 6) . 
Since c = min( cl, c2), the righthand side of (’ I’ J.uj is a sum of completely monotone 
functions and thus itself completely monotone. The general case follows by induc- 
tion. The last assertion is proved in the same way as Lemma 1. 
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Examples. Let X1 be uniformly distributed on [0, b]. Then a simple calculation 
shows that 
if s E [O,b], 
if s~[b,2b]. 
Thus condition (5.2) is satisfied with c = $. It follows that 
E(XiIS,=s)s2s2/(n(n+1)). (5-W 
For s G b we have equality in (>A), as has been computed in example (2) of Section 
3. 
From this example, the Example 1 of Section 2 and ’ nrnma 2 we may conclude 
that the limit theorem 4 holds, if P’, is a finite convolution of gamma distributions 
and uniform (0, bi ) -distributions. 
6. A characterization of some standard distributions by their conditional second 
moment, given Sn 
In this section we shall prove the following characterization theorem announced in 
the intro&tction. 
Theorem6. LetX,, X2,. . . be independent onnegative random variables with common 
distribution Q = Px,, E (X,) = p > 0 and Var( X,) = c.y2 E (0, .x)). Assume there exist 
an integer n Y > 2 and real numbers a,,, 6, such that 
E(XflS,) = a,$‘,+ b,,S,,. (6.1) 
Then the following assertions are true: 
(1) Q is uniquely determined by (6.1). 
(2) a,, # l/n, and if we set 
n2a, - 1 nb* 
‘= l-na, ’ 
6 =- 
l-na,’ 
(6 2) . 
the following equation holds: 
cfi2+ bp = 02. 
(3) Q can be determined from b and c as follows. 
(6-3) 
0 i If b = 0 and c > 0, Q is the gamma distribution with density 
(cyy/f (v))x”-’ eVax, x>O, 
where a = I/PC, v = 1 jc. 
(6 4) . 
( ) ii 1’6 > 0 and c = 0, Q is the Poisson distribution with span b and parameter p: 
(6 5) . 
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(iii) If b > 0 and c > 0, Q is the negative binomiar’ distribution with span b, 
(6 6) . 
wherep=bl(b+cp) and v=llc. 
(iv) i?f c > 0, b < 0 and lb1 < cp, Q is the shifted negative binomial distribution 
Q = E, py (iv) (p - l)k&k,bl+,b,cl- (6 7) . 
(v) Ifc= -1/m and b = pimp for some p E (0,1) and some positive integer m, Q 
is the binomial distribution with span 6, 
(6 8) . 
This list of cases is complete; no other values of b and c are possible, while the ones 
listed occur exactly for the given distributions. 
Proof. By (5.5), (6.1) implies the following differential equation for the Laplace 
transform l(p) of X1: 
l”( p)l( p)“-’ = 
I 
exP(-PY)E(X:lSn=Y)dp~"(Y) 
= an dp2 Z (I(P)*)_b.$ (l(P)“)- (6.9) 
Dividing (6.9) by l(p)“-’ (which vanishes nowhere being the Laplace transform of 
a probability measure) we arrive at 
n(n - l)an(l’)2+ a,nl”l- nb,l’l= l”1, l(0) = 1, l’(0) = -_ICC= (6.10) 
If a, = l/n were true, it would follow that a,( n - l)n( l’)2 = nb,l’l, and SO Q would 
be a point mass. But this possibility is excluded, because of the assumption c2 > 0. 
Thus (6.10) implies that 
n(n-l)an , 2 nb, 
l-n& 
(0 -1 1'1 = l”1 - 
n 
(6.11) 
with 
Z(0) = 1, I’(0) = -_lu. (6.12) 
Setting p=O in (6.11) and inserting (6.12) we get cp2+bp = a2 with c, b defined 
by (6.2), proving assertion (2). 
The substitution z = 1’1 I reduces (6.11) and (6.12) to the Abelian differential 
equation 
z’= cz2 - bz, z(0) = -p. (6.13) 
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By standard theorems on the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of diff erential 
equations (6.13) has a unique solution. Thus assertion (1) is proved. The solutions 
of (6.13) in the different cases are: 
(a) c=O, b>O + l(p)=exp(p(eDbp-1)/b), 
(b) c>O, b=O * c’(p)=(l+/~cp)-‘/: 
(c) c#O#b * l(p)= ~+y(h-~p) -I/: 1 
One easily calculates the Laplace transforms of the probability measures given in 
(i)-(v) in the Theorem, (i) and (ii) giving (a) and (b), *esrectively, and (iii), (iv), 
(v) giving rise to the different cases of (c). Further we have to check that the 
distributions given in (i)-(v) satisfy (6.1). For (i) this has been done in Section 3, 
example (1). For (ii)-(v) note that the corresponding I is a solution of the differential 
equation (6.9) so that 
I (a,,y2+ b,,y) espy dPs”(y) = l”(p)l(p)“-’ 
= I eVpyE(X:ISn =y) dPs”(y). 
Since Psn is in (ii)-(v) an arithmetic distribution, this implies E(Xf 1 Sn = s) = 
a,s2 + bns for all s satisfying P( Sn = S) > 0. 
The only thing that remains to be shown is that in case (c) with b > 0, c < 0 the 
resulting function Z(p) is not the Laplace transform of a probability measure, if 
ce{-l/mlm=l,2 , . . .}. Thus we have to prove that 
l(p) = (q+ rembp)” 
is not the Laplace transform of a probability measure, if r E (0, I), q = 1 - r, b > 0 
and v > 0 is not an integer. This is clear for rational numbers V, since it is wellknown 
that if a binomial distribution is represented as a convolution of probability measures, 
all factors are either binomial distributions or point masses (see e.g. [ 151). Now if 
Y = i/j for some i, j E N, I( py’ would be a binomial distribution contradicting the 
above quoted result. Next consider the set 
A:={v>Olp+(q+re-bp)v is not completely monotone} 
={v>Ojp+(q+re-bp)v is not Laplace transform of a probability measure}, 
where the second equation follows from Bernstein’s theorem. Then 
Hence A is an open subset of (0,~) and by the previous argument contains all 
positive rational numbers except the natural ones. Therefore A = (0, m)\N. 
r11 
CA 
[31 
141 
PI 
@I 
[71 
PI 
PI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
II131 
1141 
[W 
WI 
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